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(* + **) -> ** projects out right summand.
The signature of this type is the set of operators:
tiptree=-: * -> (**,*)tree comptree=-:
• # (**,*)tree # (**,*)tree ->(*,**)tree istip=-: (*,**)tree ->bool tipof=-: (*,**)tree ->** l~belof=-:(*,**) tree -> * sonof=-: (*,**)tree ->((**,*)tree # (**,*) tree)) (2).
-Sentence (4) implies sentence (7), not (8).
-Sentence (5) implies sentence (8).
-Sentence (6) implies neither sentence (7) nor, a fortiori, (6, 7, 8) with that of the verb t So sin~ in (9, 10, 11).
The comparison between (4) and (6) in relation with (7) (Reichenbach, 1957 ) . It provides a way of describin~ the notion of "present relevance", which is present in (5) , but not in (4).
The contrast between (1 , 2) and (12.) points to another kind of distinction one has to make: (i) expresses a state, (2) a habit, which hold at the moment of speech.
On the contrary, 
